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On the morning of November 28, 1955, we were
deeply shocked and saddened by the sudden death of
our colleague, Dr. Cecil De Boer. We are markedly
impoverished by his departure. We shall miss his
robust and colorful personality, his crisp and independent comments, his impatience with counterfeit and pomp, and his deep sensitivity beneath a
somewhat brusque manner. We shall miss his cosmopolitian perspectives and his far-ranging acquaintance with great books in various disciplines. He
enriched our spirits as Editor-in-Chief and writer for
the Calvin Forum, where his skill and penetration as
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expositor of a contemporary and relevant Calvinism
in a vigorous and sinewy prose will be irreplaceable.
Above all we shall miss the devout and humble
servant of our Lord whose articulate piety enriched
us in both public and intimate talk and demonstrated
the logic of the faith he lived. Though we grieve, we
remember that he was among the inheritors of the
Spirit's promise "that they may rest from their
labors, and their works do follow them."
John Timmerman,
Secretary of the Board of the
Calvin Forum

Karl Barth on God's Decrees*
·-·

Herman Kuiper
ITH respect to many doctrines Karl Barth
claims to present nothing else than thr~
teachings of the best Reformed theologians
of former centuries. And Barth often
takes special pains to show that he is walking in
the footsteps of John Calvin. When he comes to the
doctrine of the Divine Decrees, however, Barth consciously and on set purpose parts company with
Calvin and with other theologians who have maintained what Barth acknowledges to be the traditional
Reformed view of the divine decrees. Barth knows
that he is presenting a doctrine of the divine decrees
which is decidedly new, and this accounts for the
fact that he argues his case at great length and puts
forth strenuous efforts to prove that his novel conception is in harmony with Holy Writ.

W

I
Right at the outset we can say that we do not
believe that Barth has proven his case. We believe
that Calvin and those who followed in Calvin's
tracks, whose views on predestination have been
incorporated in various Reformed Confessions, gave

* This survey is based on Barth's teachings as presented in his
Die Kirclcliche Dogmatilc, II, 2, Third Edition, 1948, pp. 1-563.

a more reliable interpretation of Scripture re the
divine decrees than Barth did. Yet it will hardl.v
do to push Barth aside as though his novel views on
predestination are hardly worth any consideration.
We ought to have a fairly good conception of what
Barth teaches if for no other reason than that such
knowledge will help us to evaluate properly the
teachings of some present day Reformed theologians,
who appear to have been influenced by Barth more
than they are wiling to admit.
Barth's departure from the traditional Reformed
view of predestination does not mean that Borth
rejects outright all the teachings of Calvin and of
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his followers on this subject. The very opposite
is true. In reading Barth one meets with many
passages which heartily endorse various conceptions of predestination commonly held by Reformed theologians. Barth readily agrees that there
is an eternal divine plan underlying the whole
course of history. And Barth is especially vigorous
in def ending the absolutely sovereign character of
the divine decree of election. God, so he teaches,
was under no obligation whatsoever to save a single
man. It is pure unadulterated grace that He chooses
to save sinners and to give them the very opposite
of their just deserts. Barth rejects no less emphatically than Reformed theologians have always done
the Lutheran and Arminian teaching that God's
decree is determined in large part by God's foreknow ledge of what men were going to do. According
to Barth such a view of predestination leaves no
room for the sovereign freedom of God in election a truth emphatically taught in the Bible (Seep. 79).
Barth even agrees that it is proper to speak of a
double predestination. He argues that election involves reprobation. In this respect he appears to
be at odds with Brunner who holds that the Bible
knows nothing of a double decree; that it speaks of
only one decree, the decree of election, which is the
will of God revealed as love. (Compare Brunner's
Man In Revolt, p. 76).
The one central point in the traditional Reformed
view of predestination with which Barth takes sharp
issue is the teaching that God has decreed from
before the foundation of the world that a certain
definite number of individuals are to be saved and
that a certain definite number of individuals are to
suffer everlasting perdition. According to Barth
God's choosing in eternity did not involve such an
absolute decree determining the eternal destiny of
all the individuals who would appear on the scene
of history (See pp. 112-113). He holds that it has
always been and still is an open question how many
and what men will finally inherit salvation. Barth
claims that Calvin's absolute decree is a speculative
abstraction which fails to do justice to the central
place which Scripture gives Jesus Christ in its
teaching on election. According to Barth the big
mistake of the Reformers was that they rent God
and Christ apart, and thought of God as making a
decree about the eternal destiny of men apart from,
above, and behind Christ - a decree in whose making Christ had no share; a decree which calls upon
Christ as its executor by functioning as Mediator
of salvation. According to Barth Christ is the subject as well as the object of election. When we say
election, we say Jesus Christ for Jesus Christ is the
electing God (See pages 73-75),

II
But what, positively speaking, is Barth's conception of predestination? We shall try to state it as
briefly as we know how.
In the beginning, that is before all time, the Triune
God - Father, Son and Holy Spirit - formed a
counsel of peace, a plan of redemption. God was
blessed in Himself and had no need of anybody or
anything outside of Himself. However, God chose
not to remain alone. So He in sovereign freedom
chose Jesus Christ, who as the preexistent God-man
was present with Him in the beginning, for union
with Himself that He might share in His glory.
(For Barth's teaching on the preexistent God-man
being identical with the preexistent Logos of John
1: 1, 2 and being the original object of God's gracious
election, see especially pp. 102-104). This Gnadenwahl (gracious election) is the beginning of all God's
ways. It involves a great many things. This election took place before all time in what Barth calls
the Urgeschichte. Of this election Jesus Christ as
God is subject and Jesus Christ as man is object. So
in this election the elector and the elected are one.
In choosing the God-man Jesus Christ for Himself,
God also chose for salvation the church of Christ,
that body of which Christ is the Head, and choosing
the Church God also chose unto salvation the individual members of the body of which Christ is the
Head and King. In making this choice God willed
Himself, that is, He aimed after His own glory. Yet
this choice of God was by no means a selfish determination of naked, tyrannical sovereignty (See
p. 154). At the same time that God chose man to
subserve His glory, He also in unbounded mercy and
love destined man for true happiness. God's eternal
election tells us that God loved man with an everlasting love. This becomes clear as crystal when we
stop to consider what God's choice of the God-man
Jesus Christ involved for Jesus Christ and in Him for
God Himself. Though on the one hand it made certain that the God-man Jesus Christ was to attain the
highest possible glory and blessedness, even a seat
at the right hand of God, it also involved for him the
very opposite of blessedness. In choosing Jesus
Christ, the one true man, the Head of humanity,
God chose for Himself in the person of His Son and Jesus Christ freely chose for Himself - all the
responsibilities involved in their union with the
human race as a mass of fallen men. In electing men
unto salvation Jesus Christ chose for himself rejection unto damnation. This, according to Barth, is
the double predestination which Scripture teaches.
Strictly speaking, Jesus Christ is the one and only
elect man - all others are elect only in a secondary
sense; they are chosen because God way back in
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eternity chose Christ. Nobody would ever have been
chosen if God had not first of all chosen the God-man
Jesus Christ. But, strictly speaking, Jesus Christ
is also the only rejected or reprobate man. Since He
stood at the head of the whole human race, God
brought down upon Him the full weight of His righteous wrath against the sin of all mankind and caused
Him to be utterly forsaken in hell. So God's Gnadenwahl (gracious election) means nothing less than
this that God chose to give Himself away and wanted
to lose everything in order that men might gain
everything, even all that heaven and salvation stand
for.
And if one now asks Barth whether God chose the
Christ to be the substitute-sinbearer for all men
without exception, he answers time and again in
language that sounds like a very definite affirmative.
To be sure, there are some passages in Barth's dogmatics which sound like the commonly held Reformed position that Christ suffered and died only
for His sheep, that is, for the limited number of men
who would prove to be believers. But Barth's writings also contain many declarations to the effect
that Christ's atonement was meant to be a universal
atonement and that God's electing love embraces
the whole human race. Right near the beginning
of his discussion of the divine decrees Barth makes
the rather startling statement that the doctrine of
predestination is just exactly the sum of the Gospel,
and that in it God says yes to man and not no. The
predestination Gospel has a piece of good news
for the whole world and for all men in the world,
namely that God has chosen to love the world.
There is nothing in God's eternal decree that gives
men occasion for fear. God's predestination is solely
a fountain of joy. It proclaims the sum of the
Gospel, to wit, God's benevolence towards all men.
Since Christ is the rejected one, rejection cannot
become the portion of men. In fact men may not
fear that they are rejected. The church must declare to every individual man that God has chosen
him. It is the business of the church to call upon
believers and unbelievers to recognize and acknowledge the fact of their election. The Gospel could
not be a well-meant offer of salvation if it did not
tell every man that God has chosen him. It must
even be said concerning the vessels of wrath mentioned in Romans 9 that God spares them in order
that they eventually may obtain mercy. We have
no good reason to think that any man is ultimately
rejected by God. Barth believes that we may hope
that the heathen whom God delivered up to walk
after the wicked desires of their corrupt hearts (Cf.
Romans 1), and that the Jews whose hearts God
hardened so that they persisted "in the unbelieving
rejection of Christ (Cf. Romans 9-11), may ultimately be saved at the time of Jesus' return. He
speaks with respect to them of an eschatological
hope. (See pages 12-29, 35, 78, 215, 241, 246-248,
~50-353, 358, 541-551).
Of course all this is in harmony with Barth's view
of the universal character of Christ's atonement.
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Says Barth, God will show mercy to all men. It
makes no difference whether our name be Moses or
Pharaoh, Ishmael or Isaac, Esau or Jacob - Christ
died for us and so we have reason to put our hope
on God. Barth teaches that Christ as the substitutesinbearer has experienced God's rejection of all men
so that He might remove it from all men. Christ
died and rose again not only for those who now
believe but also for those who now appear to be
reprobates . The unbelieving Jews cannot undo the
fact that Christ died for them and provided forgiveness for them. Since Christ bore the wrath of God
for all sinners, it is out of the question for any man
to suffer the equivalent of what Christ suffered.
(See pp. 101, 129, 152, 177-184, 231, 241-246, 501-504).
In view of Barth's teachings as recorded above,
it is not surprising that Brunner has accused Barth
of teaching the unscriptural doctrine of the Apokatastasis, that is the doctrine that the history of the
human race will finally issue in the salvation of each
and every man without a single exception. We can
hardly help but agree that the summary of Barth's
teachings on predestination given above hardly
leaves room for any other conclusion, especially if
we take into account the statement of Barth that
all men, including the non-believers or reprobate,
are confronted with the almighty love of God (See
p. 499). We may well ask that if the almighty love
of God was sufficient to overcome man's opposition
to God in the case of those who by God's grace have
been brought to saving faith, how is it conceivable
that any human being should be able to block God's
almighty will to save him. As a matter of fact, however, Barth repudiates the doctrine of the Apokatastasis, be it that his repudiation is rather weak.
On page 325 he says little more than that Paul does
not teach this doctrine. He adds, however, in almost
the same breath that in view of God's Almighty
power we can hardly despair of man and believe in
the power of unbelief to persist without end. Says
Barth: "We can never believe in unbelief; we can
only believe that those who as yet do not believe,
will believe at some future time." On p. 462 Barth's
rejection of the Apokatastasis doctrine is a little
more definite. There he is speaking of the fact that
believers, who act in accordance with their election,
are, as they hold forth the Gospel, instruments in the
hands of God to enlarge the Kingdom of light. In
this connection Barth says that it is up to God to
determine how many will cross the boundary of the
Kingdom of darkness into the Kingdom of light.
To say that eventually the Kingdom of light will
encompass the whole world of humanity would be
going too far, since we must respect the sovereign
freedom of divine grace. Even as God is not bound
to choose and to call a single human being, so too
God is under no obligation with respect to the whole
world of humanity. At the same time, however,
Barth makes haste to add that it would also be
improper to claim that it is quite impossible that the
Kingdom of light will eventually embrace all mankind.

Having now surveyed the main trends of Barth's
predestination doctrine, we feel that we are perfectly
fair to him when we conclude our brief review with
the statement that Barth is decidedly one-sided and
therefore erroneous in his emphasis on God's love at
lhe expense of God's holiness and justice. Barth's
portrait of the Predestinating God is by no means
as Scriptural as the portrait drawn by Calvin and
his followers and reflected in the various Reformed
confessions. One thing is very sure Barth's
teachings on divine predestination do not begin to
do justice to the solemn words spoken by none less
than Christ Himself concerning the weeping and the
gnashing of teeth, concerning the worm that dieth
not and the fire that is not quenched.

III
Besides giving a brief survey of Barth's predestination doctrine as -a whole, we deem it necessary to call
special attention to some of the elements involved in
Barth's teaching on the divine decrees.

IN e have already indicated that time and again
Barth voices stro,rg protests against the traditional
Heformed conception that God's eternal decree has
determined from before the foundation of the world
what men are going to be saved and what men are
going to perish. Over against this position Barth
rnaintains vvhat he likes to call the actuality of predestination.

predestination is an immutable decree by which God
has beforehand bound Himself to choose some and
to reject others.

It is right here in connection with his claim that
we must maintain the actuality of predestination
that Barth makes some striking statements regarding
the autonomy of man. After having stressed the
thought that God always takes the initiative and
always maintains precedence in predestination, he
goes on to say that the theonomy of God wills and
includes the autonomy of man. God wills that there
should be, God's precedence being understood, room
in His creation for the independent existence of a
free being, who bears the image of the Sovereign
God but is responsible to God. God's predestination
includes not only that God chooses man but also that
man freely (not as a mere puppet) chooses God.
When God chooses man, He quickens and calls him
with the result that man as a free autonomous king
chooses God. So there is a sense in which the elected
man elects himself even as.Jesus Christ elected Himself. According to Barth, however, this autonomous
freedom of man does not detract from God's sovereignty, and neither is man's autonomy to be considered a rival of God's theonomy. Though man's
decision for God is an absolutely free act, yet it must
be said that it is sure to follow upon God's choice of
man. Though we may speak of a certain cooperation
between God and man, yet this cooperation is in the
last analysis the result of God's work alone. God's
predestination as an event of history is a triumph of
grace and of divine sovereignty.

Now there are passages in Barth's Dogmatik
which seem to be in harmony with the Reformed
v ievv that God's eternal decree underlies all history
;ind therefore covers also the final destiny of men.
We rc2d for instance on page 53 that the real God is
a God who has freely bound Himself and that this
God is sovereign Master and Ruler over all things
;md over all happenings from the least to the greatest. On page 97 we are told that God causes His
ctcrnn l will, as contained in the covenant of peace,
to come to pass in and through all things, including
the crcr'ttion of the world, the fall of man, and the
redemption of man. And on page 193 it is affirmed
1lnt even as God is Sovereign Lord in His eternal
decree. so too He is Sovereign Lord in the realization
of this decree. God decides, and it is only after God
has decided that it is possible for man to make a
rca l decision.

According to Barth it is all wrong to think of God
as one who has made His decision way back in
eternity but now no longer decides. Though the
truth that God has predestinated in eternity is hard
as steel, yet it is no less true that the living God, who
has predestinated in the past, is the predestinating
God today and will be the predestinating God in the
future. Barth quotes with approval a saying of
Duns Scotus: "It is the same thing to say that God
predestinates, has predestinated, and will predestinate." Not only before but also above and in all
time God is the predestinating God. So God's predestination is a lively act. It is so Jittle a mere echo
of what God decided in eternity, that it is concrete
history today, an ever new event.

However, Barth also declares ernphatkally time
and again that the number of the elect and the
number of the reprobate is by no means predetermined. Arguing against Calvin's view of the absolute decree, Barth claims that .Jesus Christ is God's
good pleasure in action. In Him God's almighty,
merciful will is not dead but lives and reigns eternallv. The circle of the elect is an ever-widening circle.
/\s Christ by His Spirit transports men out of the
J<:ingdorn of darkness, the latter kingdom decreases
; 1 nd the Kb~dom of light increases.
It is an open
ouestion whether or not the number of the elect will
i~clude the whole human race. It is especially on
pnges 194-214 that Barth opposes the view that

God's predestination is not hidden from us in a
book written in the unapproachable past of an
eternity lying far behind us. It takes place when
God's Word is heard; when men are justified, sanctified and glorified; when men are quickened to believe, to love and to hope. God is not bound by
taking a first step to take a corresponding second
and third step. According to the Bible God ever
remains free to decide anew. There is no choosing
which cannot be followed by rejecting, and there is
no rejecting which cannot be followed by choosing.
God is free as the Living God to love where He exercises wrath, and to exercise wrath where He loves;
to kill the living and to make the dead alive. So,
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according to Barth, predestination is described in
Romans 9-11. It is not like an immovable, unbending law. It is the eternal activity of God in time.
This involves that man is ever placed before a
decision. The man who is elected today may be rejected tomorrow, and the man who is rejected today
may be chosen tomorrow. Of course it is hardly con-

sistent with this teaching of Barth when he on page
365 declares his adherence to the doctrine of the
perseverence of the saints set forth by the Synod of
Dordt. Strange to say Barth has declared shortly
before on page 362 that believers are ever under the
threat of reprobation.
(To be continued in the Febnuiry, 1956, issue.)

The Structure of Personality
Johannes D. Plekker
ANY modern thinkers in the field of
psychology have enthroned the inner
psychological forces of man as the
ultimate solution to the woes of mankind and the explanation to the meaning and purpose of life. They believe that an enlightened selfanalysis will dissipate the projected hatred among
the nations, which in time may be expected to introduce a glorious era of international peace. Likely
the second world war could have been prevented by
the earlier recognition of Hitler's warped personality structure. Some educators claim that the free
expression of the natural good within the child will
blossom into a productive adjustment and psychological orientation devoid of emotional and mental
disturbance. In all spheres of life the harnessing
of psychological potentialites toward "mental
health," in its broadest sense, has become the cynosure of all those who look to human power and
strivings for alleviation of the ills and tragedies of
mankind.
I.
When the humanistic scientist speaks of inner
psychological forces and mental health, it must not
be inferred that he refers primarily to the workings
of the mind. In the popular sense "mind" and "mental health" ordinarily have to do with the psychological aspect of human functioning in distinction
from the physical, social, and spiritual components.
But the present day psychologist, while he uses the
terms "mind" and "mental,'' actually has reference
to the total personality of man. Rightly he thinks of
man as a total functioning entity which is indivisible. The unity of man may not be dissolved into
abstractions except for convenience of analysis and
discussion. Hence he regards man as a total personality. This concept combines within itself all
the qualities, attributes, and capacities that make
up the sum total of human life. Man can be understood properly only in the dynamics and manifestations of his complete integration. Consequently,
when the humanist extols the benefits of mental
health and the validity and relevance of psychology
to life, he sets up man as the measure of himself and
the arbiter of his fate.
There is no doubt the modern psychologist has
contributed heavily to the present knowledge of
personality. He has elaborated many valuable
studies that are verifiable within the scope of his
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scientific endeavor. However, it must not be forgotten that his studies of personality involve the
functioning of the whole human being. In the interpretation of his scientific data he must of necessity
adopt a view of man that is basically an affirmation
of his philosophy of life. The specific world view to
which he subscribes inevitably is reflected in his
formulations. Whether he admits it or not, the whole
range of personality study from genetics to philosophy and religion involves faith as well as fact. No
objection can be raised to tested scientific fact, but
when faith is presented as fact, when theories are
declared to be authentic, the scientist makes an imposition that clearly calls for "reality-testing,'' to
borrow a concept from Freud. Discernible underneath his facts is a faith that rivals any other faith.
Without delineating the various theories that are
advanced, it may be said this faith essentially holds
that God does not exist; man stands alone and desolate in relation to the amoral and nonpurposive processes of nature. By prodigious effort he can develop
his human powers to attain the goal of adjustment
and productivity. While accepting the validity of his
theoretical presumptions, the humanist rejects any
revealed truth bearing on the nature of man. Quite
inconsistently he relegates divine truth to the area
of speculation impertinent to his scientific discipline.
It is not surprising that a wide variety of formulations of personality structure have been proposed
in view of the variance of underlying theories. The
highly systematized psychology of Freud has given
impetus to many recent studies of personality.
Freud was a product of his time, and his work gave
evidence of the influence of reductive naturalism
and secular humanism. He discovered personality in
the profoundest depths of the unconscious as a
system of libidinous wishes constantly striving
against the conscious and unconscious repressing
forces of social convention and the superego. He
considered the unconscious psyche to be the source
of all motivation and action. Adler deviated from
this rigid biological determinism and proposed the
will-to-dominate as the life plan of the individual.
This will-to-power is perpetually thwarted by real
or imaginary inferiority of the person. Jung regards
man as pursuing a destiny prepared largely by the
unconscious urges of the race. This collective unconscious consists in a diffuse age-old human experience inherited from the universal human spirit.

It is the symbolic representation of the vital impulse
and is liberated and manifested by the free activity
of human personality. Man must find his soul in the
soul of mankind.
The more recent school of cultural analysts sees
"personality as made manifest in interpersonal situations, and not otherwise" (Sullivan). Man is an
individual as he acts in the presence of his fellows
and as he is variously appraised by them. His personality is the product of dynamic and emergent
qualities inherent in human nature in his interaction
with social environment. It is always in motion in
relation to maturity, and its goal is synthesis into
complete integration. Eclectic psychologists utilize
whatever scientific evidence comes to hand without
regard for its philosophical or theological implications. Most psychologists disregard the fact that
science itself, as a special product of Western culture, is permeated by Christian influence. From a
consideration of most personality formulations it
must be concluded that much of the practical wisdom of humanistic psychology is acceptable and
useful, but its world view and theories, whether
delineated or not, are unacceptable because essentially they project God as the symbol of man's own
powers. The Christian cannot agree that "if theology
is the doctrine of light, psychotherapeutic characterology is the doctrine of the unwholesomeness of
darkness" (Kunkel).

II

Man is more than the sum of biological energy
systems molded by social environment. As a part
of natural process he loses his individuality, and
man has no need for the idea of God because he
stands apart from Him. In spite of the opinion that
man's freedom and self-determination are threatened by an acknowledgement of God, the nature of
man can be understood only in the light of divine
revelation. Man is a unique creature, a unit of soul
and body, who is created after the image of a Creator. God is revealed as the ground and end of man's
being. Human personality stems from God Himself,
Who is the depth and source of all human capacities
and potentialities. Only in the Creator-creature relationship is it possible to speak of "depth psychology" in its true meaning.
The Scriptures, then, reveal man's personality as
a reflection of divine nature. In His sovereignty God
is ruler over His creation and distinct from it (Acts
17: 24, 25). By His sovereign grace He is also an indwelling God Who perfectly and graciously adapts
Himself and His operations to the nature and requirements of His creatures (Acts 17: 26-28). Similarly, human personality may be thought of as a
composite of two fundamental impulses fused into
a dynamic unity. These mainsprings of personality
arise frorn Lhe inner core of man and consist of the
need to rule and subdue, and the impulse to yield
and accommodate. These forces are harmonized by
God's love for His creatures and man's reflected love
for God. The synthesis of these human drives equips
man fully to live in obedience and fellowship with
God and his neighbor, and enables him to fulfill the
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purpose of his creation to praise and enjoy Him
forever.
Man is impelled by the nature of his personality
to have dominion over the natural resources and
forces placed at his disposal. He is entrusted with
the things of the earth to fill his own needs and to
accomplish his purpose. His capacity for dominion
permits him to comprehend and appreciate all the
riches and beauties of creation that come within his
reach. He is challenged by God's command, "have
dominion ... and subdue it" to disclose and interpret
the mysteries of the universe. In the achievements
of his dominion man contributes to the molding of
his natural environment. In the enrichment of his
personality he gains higher stature as vicegerent
over all the gifts of the earth.
However, the exercise of dominion also touches
his own life and that of his fellowman. Man does not
live in self-isolated fashion, but as a member of the
community of men. He can act fully only in interpersonal relationships. His dominion and shaping
stand out most significantly in his human associations. Man finds his supreme sphere of operation in
relation with his fellowmen. The social group provides keen stimulation and serves as the whetstone
for man's self-definition and individuality. Man
contributes to the social structure by the exercise of
leadership. In his cooperative competition his accomplishments become increasingly fruitful and his
personality attains richer adornment.
Thus man's impulse for subdual and dominion
embraces both his natural surroundings and the
community of men within his social sphere. However, the nature of dominion in each area is essentially different. The natural resources of creation
are given for use and exploitation, but this does not
apply to fellow human beings who are bone of his
bone and flesh of his flesh. Human intercourse is
circumscribed by a law rooted in man himself. Man
must assent to the requirements of this law to retain
his integrity. This universal law, embedded in man
and in society, is the law of love as summarized by
Jesus, "Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."
This profound statement is apprehensible only in
light of the revealed fact that God loved first. Man
must honor the personality and preserve the integrity of his neighbor, because he has been created
after the image of God and has equal rights in His
sight. Basically man can love and honor his neighbor
only as he loves himself. The extent of his self-love
determines his capacity to honor his neighbor;
whatever he does to himself he does to others. Likewise, whatever he does to his neighbor he does to
himself. Man's impelled dominion can flourish only
within the freedom of the law of love.
The complementary impulse of personality, the
basic need to yield and submit. is a reflection of
divine nature a~ revealed in God'~ immanence. Man's
giving of self is enjoined on him by God's command
to replenish the earth. In his self-denial man consciously ratifies his subordinate relation to the Creator and the yielding of self to others in service. This
receptive and accommodating side of personality
opens a realm of beauty and empathy that brings

joy to his communion with others. He is enabled to
partake in the lives of fellow human beings to make
up the structure of society. His dependence applies
not only to human associations, but first of all in
point of time to his natural environment.
Man is of the earth, earthy. He is formed of the
dust of the ground. As subject to the laws of nature
he is identified with natural forces and perforce
must yield to their limitations. Further, he must
cooperate with his surroundings to pursue his course
and to accomplish his purpose. Thus in relation to
his material environment man must submit before
he can rule. He is a part of the very stuff of creation
over which he has been placed to subdue and dominate in accordance with his nature and the command
of God.
Man's active need of self-denial and adaptation
finds sublime expression in relatedness to his fellow
beings. His yielding in service is the prerequisite to
cooperation. Self-discipline precedes self-definition,
and self-giving is essential to the blossoming of his
powers and capacities in social life. Man is fused
into his human environment which with all its affections and energies provides the soil for the nurture of personality. He is molded by his sociality,
but in turn is enabled to shape his social life to conform to his purpose. Again the universal law of love
is the cornerstone of man's identification with his
fellowmen. The foundation of this community is a
mutual living relation with God, Who is the Lord
and Redeemer.
III
The Word of God reveals that man lives and loves
inordinately. Man's dominion is thwarted by thorns
and thistles. Self-definition is debased into self-aggrandizement and mutual cooperation into enslavement. Restful conformance to his earthly scene is
disturbed by a struggle for existence. Love is degraded into hate and service into exploitation. Man
betrays his own and dishonors the personality of
his fellowmen. Human relations are discordant. The
impulses of personality are disharmonious because
they spring from a corrupt source. The amalgam of
love is melted by the heat of rebellion and disobedience. Man is turned away from his goal and
purpose.
The humanist does not fail to recognize that man
lives and loves inordinately. He is convinced of this
by the realities of life. The evil he sees is ascribed
to man's irresponsibility to himself, to a falseness
that alienates him from his real creative self. Freud's
evil is the conflict between irrational and nonmoral
internal drives and the inhibition of arbitrary external codes and social convention. Others equate
evil with basic anxiety which springs from man's
fear of death. It is attributed to defective interpersonal relationships, to failure of the ego, or to
other unproductive forces. Evil is a temporary barrier to the undistorted development of the sources
of spontaneity and creativity in man which cripples
his powers, but which can be overcome in compliance with individual and group-determined
values. These values are considered to be examples
of universal ethics that are "necessary for the
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development of man, of norms which follow from
the nature of man, and the conditions necessary for
his growth" (Fromm). Liberation from evil can be
achieved as the result of productive forces within
man. Man is the measure of all norms. The basic
direction of his personality always advances toward
increasingly mature attainments. In his striving for
self-realization man can conquer his irresponsibility
by his own efforts. Thus the powers of man must be
marshaled to eradicate evil.
According to divine revelation evil is the consequence of sin against the law of love. Man's pride
and disobedience have caused alienation from God,
Who is the Lord of his life. He has failed to acknowledge the primacy of his Creator, and has declared
himself autonomous. Man is therefore adrift and
restless and helpless. The source of restoration does
not lie within himself. The restraining grace of God
saves man and society from complete disruption.
Furthermore, He instills a new principle of life, a
redirection of the whole man, which enables him to
overcome sin and evil, and strengthens him toward
the fulfillment of his original goal and purpose.
Although polluted by sin man retains a remnant
of God's image. The basic impulses of his personality
stem from a corrupt source, but they remain operative as vibrant forces that energize human life.
These forces manifest themselves in personality
structure through the components of temperament
and character. Temperament consists in the hereditary attributes and native endo-wments with which
each individual comes into the world. This raw
material varies with each person and is made up of
genetic factors that comprise the physical and
biochemical states as reflected mainly in the
functioning of the endocrine and neuromuscular
systems. It includes the individual's susceptibility
to emotional stimulation as expressed in the fluctuations of his customary emotional response. Its
kinetic factor is represented by the speed and intensity of motor response as regulated by the neuromuscular system. This native equipment determines,
among other things, an individual's physique, his
physical vitality, the bodily resonance of emotions,
and his basic potentialities of intellection. Temperament shows itself in the manner of the person's
reactions. It determines whether he is basically composed or ardent, pensive or fiery. A popular but
limited idea of temperament is that of introversion
and extroversion as introduced by Jung. In any
particular instance it is impossible to state accurately in how far these constitutional qualities contribute to the structure of personality. '1,he relative
influence of hereditary endowments and environmental factors is still a moot question. At any rate,
it is well known that the attributes of temperament
have distinct reverberations in the organization of
personality structure.
The surges of personality, the impelling need toward self-distinction and relatedness, are channeled
by the hereditary forces of temperament into the
wide ocean of character formation. Whereas temperament has to do with the mode of a person's
reactions, character refers primarily to the direction
of his reactions in response to environmental in-

fluences. Temperamentally a person may be forceful and energetic, but characteristically he directs
his energy to one goal or another. In the final analysis this goal is either good or bad. Character,
therefore, is molded and operates within the framework of some system of moral or ethical norms and
values. The result is a basic orientation expressed
in a blending of traits and attitudes that are distinctive, prevalent, and dominant in the individual.
The inner core of the Christian is directed to God
and his character essentially is shaped by divine and
transcendent norms, although it is marred by many
imperfections. As Paul said, "For the good that I
would I do not: but the evil which I would not, that
I do." The character of the non-Christian fundamentally is molded by the delusions of idolatry. He
worships his own transient and relative standards.
Although he profits from the blessings of Christian
culture, he does not recognize God as the source of
these benefits. Character, then, combines within itself all the qualities and powers usually ascribed to
the faculties of will, reason, conscience, "mind," and
affections, and the direction of their motivation.
Character organization, therefore, is the fruition of
the forces of personality. The framework of character upon the foundation of temperament constitutes
the structure of personality.

IV
Only two or three features of character and personality functioning will be mentioned here. Emphasis on the will apart from consideration of character
structure leads to the common opinion that each
thought and action is controlled by conscious choice.
This is not always so. Many doings arise from deep
conflictual character tendencies of which a person
is not directly aware. There is a constant clash between character propensities which sinful man is
unable to resolve. Furthermore, painful events and
experiences in life produce intense feelings of guilt
and shame which are never exposed and relieved.
The person seeks relief by circumvention and thereby forges a substitutive pattern of adjustment. In
doing so the growth of character is distorted and its
effectiveness decreased. Any disturbance of personality functioning has a distinct bearing on what is
presumed to be conscious wilful thought and action.
He is the victim of impure motivations and conflictual inclinations. This influence of unconscious
personality functioning is quite unlike Freud's concept of the unconscious and repression since it is
based upon an essentially different formulation of
personality structure. Similarly, each constructive
and realistic interpretation of experiences in life
molds character formation, and exerts its influence,
consciously or unconsciously upon the functioning
of personality. In either case, conscious action and
choice often spring from constellations of ideas and
complexes that lie in the deeper recesses of the unconscious and are inaccessible to immediate control. However, since these substrata are deposits of
previous personality functioning, man remains
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responsible because he will be judged according to
his deeds.
The conflictual motivations within character
structure have important reflections in behavior. It
follows that behavior at any given time may be
quite inconsistent with dominant character traits.
It is not so obvious that behavior patterns, seemingly alike, are always dissimilar in different persons.
This is due to the variety of motivations that inevitably are demonstrated in behavior. Honest behavior, for instance, may be grossly uniform, but in
its finer shadings it reflects the subtle difference in
motivation. If the motivation is to maintain a good
reputation the resulting action may be unblamable,
but it will not ring true. Honesty then becomes a
fetish to curry favor. The person who acts from
inner convictions will show his sincerity and devotion to the truth by insisting upon truthfulness in
others. Ordinarily, this delicate distinction in behavior is evaluated "intuitively," but under more
exact scrutiny it may be used to gain valuable insight into the person's motivation and the real direction of his character organization.
There are occasions when well-structured character breaks down in various degrees under adverse
circumstances. The issuing behavior accordingly
falls into the area of "abnormality." This may occur
when a failing in the temperamental endowment
becomes apparent, which weakens the foundation of
the character superstructure. Often the pressures
of life contribute to this collapse. In other instances
an extra-ordinary stress, such as in war or in brainwashing, can precipitate character weakening. Many
character failures, under usual living conditions,
result from poor building material having been put
into its formation. Parental and related environmental influences have a profound effect on character building and growth of personality. Especially
in the early years of childhood many impressions
are colored by emotional and affective overtones
that stir the child deeply. He is swayed by his
imaginations as well as by real situations. In many
respects life for him is make-believe. It has magical
qualities and consequently his interpretations often
are fantastic. As he goes through life he retains unsatisfied desires, false understandings of values, and
immature attitudes. These undigested impressions
are inadequate and in conflict with the demands and
realities of adolescent and adult living. Thus the
weaknesses of his character are exposed as he must
face the responsibilities of his social world. Whatever may be the cause of any character breakdown
its regression or the aggravation of its faults may
result in "abnormal'' behavior. "Normal" and "abnormal," as they pertain to behavior, cannot be
clearly defined, but nevertheless they are useful
designations as generally understood in a given situation. Since character structure is never perfect,
proper conditions may evoke "abnormal" behavior
in any one. It is therefore hazardous to impute this

type of action to wilfulness, or as it occurs in a
Christian, to lack or weakness of spiritual faith.

v
It is not the purpose of this paper to go into all
the ramifications of personality functioning. From a
practical viewpoint it is of interest to trace briefly
the impulses of personality as they exert their effect in early character formation. The newborn infant, equipped with his peculiar temperament, is
exposed at once to the molding forces of environment. The mainspring of self-definition and of dominion at first is active almost exclusively in the
satisfying of physical needs. The infant asserts himself indiscriminately to gain food, warmth, and protection. In the prompt and loving care he receives
he comes under the impression that apparently the
world revolves around him. He is king of all he
surveys, and he erects a fantasy of self-importa?ce
that may readily extend itself into self-aggress10n.
This tendency requires parental control to help him
recognize the rights of others within his family
circle. He must be taught to honor and respect the
personalities of other individuals. He must learn to
comply with the restrictions of social life. Basically
he must be shown the way of love in respect to himself and his neighbor. Although his propensity for
self-aggrandizement and possessiveness must be
curtailed, it is important that his parents do not
suppress or crush his natural impulse toward selfassertion and acquisition. One outstanding manner
in which this impelling force of personaiity is displayed is in his unbounded curiosity. He ~an rule
and dominate only if he knows and appreciates all
the nuances of his strange and wonderful world. His
curiosity and explorations are outreachings for
reality that must be recognized, respected, and fulfilled truthfully. The child looks to this parents for
the honest and sincere interpretation of all his
thoughts and experiences. The consistent sat~sfyi1:g
of his needs as an individual in accordance with his
level of understanding will weld a strong bond of
confidence and trust between child and parents that
will persist throughout life. In this way the outgrowth of mutual consideration of the dignity of
each personality results in balanced ~haracter. st~uc
ture and the integration of personahty funct10nmg.

The infant's receptive and yielding impulse likewise is active at birth, and is manifested in complete
dependence for life and sustenance. Gradually he
begins to respond to his gratifications and to the
persons who supply these pleasures. He app.rec~ates
to some degree the affection and care that is given
him. His emotional display of satisfaction invites
additional favorable attention from others, and thus
he receives and gives love and delight within h.is
restricted social setting. The forging of the cham
of affection forms the basis of self-denial and em-

pathy in his human associations. For various reasons
his impulse to yield and submit may tend toward
the extremity of continued dependence and selfsubmersion, which eventuates in withdrawal from
the invigorating and enriching influences of human
fellowship. His excessive demand for dependence
and attachment becomes insatiable. Here also, the
need of the child to give and receive affection must
be recognized and respected, so that he will be enabled to accept himself and thus find the fullest expression of his personality in the service of others.
In the wise love of his parents the child must see
the love of God, which alone justifies all the teaching, discipline, and example of parents as Godappointed surrogates.
Thus the early shoots of personality are nourished
within the family circle under the loving guidance
of parents. The child is naturally pliable and imitative, and his strong inclination to identify himself
with his parents makes him unusually susceptible
to their influence. This intimate relationship of child
to parents is made the occasion by modern psychologists to blame parents for any or all character deviations in the child. Many parents labor under the
burden of guilt that they have not provided sufficient
love, that they have frustrated his spontaneity by
the imposition of outmoded authoritative standards,
and that they have ignorantly checked his growth
toward his innate freedom and responsibility. Thus
the humanistic approach, based on the presumed
inherent goodness of man, has pervaded home
training, formal education, and practically every
other sphere of human endeavor. It is a surrender
to lawlessness intrinsic to the false theories that
permeate much of present day psychology of personality. Christian parents must differentiate clearly
between the implications of false faith and the application of useful facts in character building. Since
man is sinful, parents must be guided by the revealed will of God, and thus train the child so that the
impulses of personality emerge into a personality
structure qualified for dedicated service to God and
furnished unto all good works.
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ome Comments
J.P. A. Mekkes
faith, no doubt. That in this process I think,
stands to reason, for I think in everything. But
the direction of my thought is determined by my
faith. Can anybody ever prove that our understanding has the last word? If understanding or
reason did have the last word, this assertion
ought to be capable of demonstration. But such
proof cannot be given, and all our "trust" in human
understanding is a confidence, a faith, and nothing
else. Therefore we will not trust in our understanding or our reason nor in any theology, but we only
want to believe God's Word Revelation in Jesus
Christ. Only through this faith does my understanding, also my theological reason, acquire the
right direction. The fact that theology, philosophy,
philology, ancient historical science, etc., have to
render their aid for a proper understanding of the
environment and the setting of the Biblical message,
is a matter of course. But their services themselves
are used and directed by a preceding faith, both in
the case of scholars and scientists, and in that of
simple Bible-readers.
At this point of the choice between logical thought
with its sciences and the unique sovereignty of the
Word of God is to be sought the heart of the matter
at issue between us and Dr. Jellema.

PPRECIATING the courtesy so generously
accorded by the editors of Calvin Forum
to contributions "from overseas" in its
columns, I would be glad to make a very
modest use of their kindness by submitting a brief
replication to Dr. Dirk Jellema.
But first of all I may be allowed to point out to
the readers that the note to my article in the Calvin
Forum of June-July, 1955, page 221, has been printed in the body of my text. This, of course, has
happened entirely unknown to me. At the same
time I would correct the irritating misprint "motils"
on page 220 and replace it by "motives."
It is not possible for me to make a detailed and
complete reply to Dr. Jellema, and I would rather
leave it to the readers to draw their own conclusions.
The misunderstanding between Dr. J ellema and
myself is so deeply rooted in the philosophical tradition from which my esteemed opponent starts that
for the time being I do not venture to hope for a
clarification of this subject. The only thing I might
do is to ask him and the readers to peruse my article
again. There is, however, one point I wish to consider more particularly, because it is the key to
the door that has remained shut between Dr. Jellema and myself. I am referring to his note marked
with an h, and concerned with my paragraph to
which his note bears reference.
The thoughtful reader will have noticed that in
the note mentioned Dr. Jellema deals with the
question about the angels, and also inquires if logical thought has nothing to do with our knowledge of
God. In my paragraph bearing on that note, however, the statement is made that with regard to
God, created logical thought is to be "counted to
Him less than nothing" (a Biblical manner of
speaking!); and that only in the faith in God's exclusive sovereign Revelation V.A.D. refuse to believe in a soul which is supposed to live in "a spiritual-rational sphere" knowable in an earthly manner.
God's sovereign Revelation and created logical
thought are here opposed to each other.
Which of these two should have the first and the
last word? Is it thought? Theo-logy? Dr. Dirk Jellema is in mortal fear of distinguishing between
(Reformed) theology and Biblical faith. But in what
way am I, a seeking and erring human being, to
acknowledge the truth of Revelation? Through

Here, too, is the central issue in the struggle that
the Philosophy of the Cosmonomic Idea has to carry
on. And for this reason the re la ti on between us and
the non-Christian ways of scientific study is entirely
different from what Dr. J ellema tries to maintain.
These things go deep, and we shall do well not
to try and dismiss each other's views lightly, as if
we were only intent upon "being in the right."

Announcement
It is with real regret that the Board of the CALVIN

FORUM announces to its readers that it plans to cease
publishing within the next few months.
Our reasons for this rather unusual decision are
several and weighty. Particularly, we have suffered
the loss of two talented editors within a relatively short
time--first, Dr. C. Bouma by reason of illness and
second, Dr. C. De Boer by reason of death.
Also we are faced with a declining number of subscrihens and as a resuit, with finandal diftlculties, for
which we can find no immediate or permanent solution.
We have enjoyed the happy and stimulating fellowship of our readers and correspondents, and we thank
all who have travelled the road of journalism with us
these twenty years.
The Board of the
CAL VIN FORUM

(The following brief articles by Dr. Mekkes and Dr. Dirk
ellema are a continuation of a discussion initiated in the JuneLJly, 1955, number),
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Response to Prof. Mekkes
Dirk c.Tellema
T might be in order, first of all, to recall the main
point of my articles, since this has been largely
ignored by Prof. Mekkes in his discussions.
The articles tried to show (and I believe did
show) that VAD are deeply indebted to the philosophy of Phenomenology for the structure of their
philosophy; that is, deeply indebted to non-Christian
philosophy; and that the "Philosophy of the Cosmonomic Idea" is thus a synthesis-philosophy, a
Christian Phenomenology.
The articles did not take up the question of
whether VAD's Christian Phenomenology expresses
the Calvinistic outlook more successfully than
Woltjer's Christian Platonism, Jonathan Edwards'
Augustinianism, or whatever. That is another
question, which might be fruitfully argued, and on
which there might well be honest difference of
opinion.
The articles did attack the strident propaganda
which has been made by VAD's more extreme disciples, propaganda which has seduced many of our
people. It is being proclaimed (for example, by
Spier) that V AD have the first Christian philosophy,
that they have a philosophy "uncontaminated" by
any thoughts taken over from non-Christian thinkers, that they have the one and only Calvinistic
philosophy. This sort of thing is irresponsible, and
I believe the articles showed that it is.
So much for that: now, the points that Prof.
Mekkes raises in his letter.
The "question of the angels" he mentions refers
to VAD's view of the soul and of the angels, which
has aroused opposition among Reformed theologians
in the Netherlands because it is (admittedly) contrary to the view given in our Reformed creeds.
VAD, and Prof. Mekkes, hold that VAD have adopted a different view because Scripture shows that
the Reformed creeds are in error on this point. I
would say, rather, that VAD have adopted a different view of the soul and of the angels simply
because the view expressed in our Reformed creeds
cannot be fitted into a philosophy of Phenomenology, whether it is Hartmann's or VAD's.
Somewhat related to this question is VAD's idea
that theology should have a minor place in Calvinistic thought. As VAD's disciple J. Spier puts it
(An Introduction to Christian Philosophy, p. 97),
theology should get its philosophical ideas from

1
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Christian philosophy (i.e. V AD' s philosophy), but
Christian philosophy need not go to theology for its
religious ideas; it can depend directly on the Bible.
This seems to me to imply that if the creeds conflict
with Christian philosophy (i.e. VAD's philosophy),
so much the worse for the creeds. Perhaps some of
the theologians among Forum readers could comment on this more effectively than I. It does strike
me, though, as a somewhat dangerous approach.
The second half of Dr. Mekkes' letter leaves me
puzzled, and disappointed. I have read it three
times, and unless I misunderstand him completely,
he is trying something like the argument Piet used
against Klaas in their argument about herring. Prof.
Mekkes states the obvious at great length, and passes to a strange conclusion without any intervening
steps.
"Don't you believe in predestination?" asked Piet
angrily. "Indeed I do," said Klaas, "for I am a Calvinist too; but what has that got to do with whether
salt herring or sour herring are better?" "Look
here," said Piet, "don't you believe that predestination is one of the basic points of our Calvinism?"
"Yes," replied Klaas, "I am a Calvinist too." "Vlhy,"
went on Piet in eloquent tones, "predestination rests
squarely upon the sacred Word of God, as many
texts show!" "Yes," said Klaas plaintively, but I
still think salt herring is better than sour herring."
"My friend," thundered Piet, "now I see the point
of difference between us. You don't believe in predestination!"
Dr. Mekkes spends some time in showing that he
believes that faith preceeds reason, that religion
preceeds philosophy, that metaphysical presuppositions preceed metaphysics. Yes, I say plaintively,
I agree, since I too am a Calvinist; but what has
that to do with whether V AD, who believe that faith
preceeds reason, have a better philosophy than, say,
Woltjer, who also believes faith preceeds reason?
"Aha!" says Mekkes. "Now I see the difference between us: you don't believe that faith preceeds
reason!"
Can we not rather admit that VAD are Calvinists,
and that Woltjer and Kuyper and Jonathan Ed-·
wards and John Calvin are also Calvinists, and that
other Calvinist philosophers besides VAD start from
the idea that philosophy is based on religion, that
faith preceeds reason?

Hebrew in a Nazi Court Room
Peter Prins
{("\NE September morning, a little after daybreak, I swam
\:::.....) with measured strokes a hundred yards from our
boat, relishing the tickling ring of water round my
chest. Relaxation had been rare in the years behind us. Concern for my congregation in Dort and underground work
against the Nazi occupation had kept me moving tensely from
one danger spot to another. My three friends in the boat
behind me were in a similar fix.
It was in the days that General Patton was herding his
tanks into the heart of France. The historic Operation Overlord had been a success. Paris had fallen under the concerted
beating of French guerillas and Allied troops. In Holland
our hearts beat faster as hope of liberation revived.
But the hated clatter of German boots still rang on our
cobblestones. Each Sunday, as I looked down from the pulpit, I saw how my parishioners had become more skeletal,
their faces more grimly gaunt than the week before. Nature's
peaceful abundance around me clashed strangely with the
hunger, exhaustion, and terror I had left behind in the cities.
Here, in the watery I3iesbos, between-the-rivers land best
suited for herons and frogs, I felt inviolable. Serenely I swam
forward. A crane crie<l in the distance.
It was then-to my infinite consternation-that from
around a corner a German gunboat chugged into view, heading straight for me. "H?inde hoch!" shouted the German
officer as he aime<l a machine gun in my direction. Now it is
not particularly easy to raise one's hands while trying to keep
afloat but, treading water, I could and did surrender. I expected to be hoisted aboar<l ship; but I was soon made to
understand that I was to direct the Germans to my base of
operations. With the gunboat in tow, I swam back to our
boat, hithering and thithcring as long as I could to give my
friends a chance to escape. They had not heard or seen a
thing, however, and looked up from their breakfast in horrorstricken surprise as I, in trunks, brought my uniformed
company upon them.
Immediately the Germans began to upset furniture and to
empty drawers on board our boat in an effort to find hidden
weapons or secret documents. "Identification cards! Identification!" they demanded. 'vVe were prepared. Not believing
our papers were authentic, the Gestapo men hooked our craft
onto their gunboat and took us prisoner. We were ordered,
on pain of death, to remain seated and not to stir. There was,
of course, no chance for me to get out of my dripping trunks
and into my clothes.
We were taken to one of the large rivers which form the
boundary lines of this land of lakes and marshes. There,
together with a half dozen other small craft, similarly caught
with their crews, we were attached by a cable to a small grey
war-vessel, which lay ready to take us we knew not where.
By that time we realized we were the victims of one of the
large-scale dragnet operations by which the Germans used
to comb out a suspected area with all the systematic toroughness for which their nature and training had prepared them.
This unusual security measure was taken soon after the
fall of Paris. The Germans had learned that French maquis
were largely to blame for this setback; they discovered about
(During World War II. Rev. Pieter Prins, Th.D., was a minister
of the Reformed Church at Dort, the Netherlands, a city located
within a battle area. Because of his anti-Hitler sermons and
his work in the underground, he experienced many tense
moments some of which, as in the case of the incident here
related, involved elements of the comical."
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the same time that the Biesbos, which lies adjacent to the
city of Dort, headquarters for the general staff, was a hiding
place for large numbers of Dutch underground workers. Since
the Allied armies were approaching, the Germans were taking
no chances with these guerilla troops.
A fresh morning breeze reminded me that I was still in
undress. How slow the sun was in rising! Doomed to complete
inaction as we were, fear began to lay siege to our composure
-fear for ourselves, our families, our comrades. This involuntary boat-ride was charged-I sensed it in every gooscpimple of my naked body-with fatality.
We had putt-putted up the river for hour upon endless hour
when we came to a small town. Its familiar outline immediately informed me it was Vv crkendam, a place, close to my
own congregation, where I had often preached. Most of its
residents, because they are members of the denomination to
\Vhich l also belong, knew me. It was a matter of teasing
interest to me whether they would recognize me out of my
toga and in these togs. Curiosity vanished as we were ordered
to get up and to get out-no time for rubbing cold-stiffened
limbs. In the scuffle I managed to slide my feet unto a pair
of old slippers which were lying in the litter on the floor of
our boat. There vvc marched, the four of us, with two German
soldiers, bayonets bared, behind us. Escape was out of the
question. The citizenry of 'vV er ken clam could do no more than
accompany us with their curious and indignant glances. There
goes the preacher of a sister-church in Dort! An encouraging
smile and an occasional wink of amusement brought a fresh
order: "Louk straight ahead, everybody, and bow your
heads!"
A forced march is no better than a forced boatricle for
one's optimism. A sense of doom settled on us. I was fully
guilty of such crimes, as the Germans punished most swiftly
and most heavily in these clays of the fall of Paris. It had been
my job to inspire and to help direct thousands of underground
workers; in addition I was the editor of a regularly published
underground pamphlet. Death would be my immediate reward, should these facts become known. And in the event of
German uncertainty as to my relationship to the underground, I would still-~-for such was the practice of the occupation in those days-be carted off to a concentration
camp. Neither the prospect of immediate death nor that of
a slow death \Vas appetizing food for reflection as we trudged, heads bowed, through 'vVerkendam.
At last we arrived at a school building, temporarily in
use as a military court. Many other suspects had already
been collected there. We had to stand in complete silence,
faces toward the wall, noses almost touching the wall,
awatiing the birth of doom. I had gone a long way since
spashing unconcernedly in sunlit waters under God's open
heaven.
Then came my turn. The papers we had with us were
scornfully discredited. The president of the court told us
curtly that we, all four of us, were verdammtc maquis. That
last word was true, the first not yet. A sharp cross-examination began. My age? My profession? My name? My past
activities? My presence in the Biesbos? My political affiliations? My everything . . . . His biographical interest was
inexhaustible. I said as little as I could. One ill-chosen word
might bring disaster. A hint of a clue to my underground
work would be fatal. I just kept saying that I was a minister
of the gospel and that, with three tired, half-starved friends,
I had been out for some recreation.

Now, no naked mm1stcr bears any great resemblance to
his professional self. My words did not convince the court.
I could see the encl of the session approach without hope of
acquittal. lt is hard even under more normal circumstances
to establish one's identity with complete credibility; without
one's clothes in a hostile courtroom it seemed impossible.
Onlv one fact braced me : the Germans had found no
weapons or implicating documents on our boat.
I saw my life on earth grinding to a dreadful halt. Thro~1gh
my mind flitted family, church, country . . . . Jn this crisis
I did as N ehcmiah did: while speaking to my questioners
I also talked with Goel. And then, in a flash, it came to me.
"Mr. President, may I ask you a question?" Came the
reply: "You must understand that you are here to be
questioned, not to question." Indeed, J understood: "My
purpose is only to facilitate your work." Now then: "\i\That
people in Germany, apart from the Jcws ancl their rabbis,
learn Hebrew? Is not instruction in Hebrew limited to your
prospective ministry, who have to read the Old Testament
in the original?"

"But what on earth has this to do with our duty to interrogate you?"
"Please ask me, Mr. President, to recite for you a passage in Hebrew. Then I'll prove to you that I am the person
I claim to be." Without waiting for permission I began:
Bereshit bara Elohim et basjemain we et ha arcts. We ha
arets ha i eta tohu wa bohu . . . .
Mouths dropped open in surprise. 'fhc stern faces of the
officers on the bench briefly relaxed. As I persevered my
position grew stronger. Freedom dawned-or did it? I kept
reciting and slowly the prospect of a horrid death dissolved.
Then, as the bench accorded me more credit, I switched to
a plea for my three friends. So it was that my friends and
I escaped unhurt from the fiery furnace of a Nazi trial
and could return to our boat.
Freedom and life came back to us through the narrow
channel of an ancient language. Every glance in my Hebrew
Old Testament now brings back to me the memory of slippers, bathing trunks, a Nazi court, and the painful anxieties
of the period which ended just ten years ago. How incredible the power, even with Nazis, of the ancient Hebrew!

Book Reviews
Smeenk, C.,

DE ONTWIKKELING DER MAATSCHAPPIJ,

SocrAAL EcoNoMISCHE GESCHIEDENrs.

(Kampen, The Netherlands: J. H. Kok; 1955)
443 pp. f 13.50 ($3.60).
0 one who feels indebted to C. Smeenk for
the contribution which he made in his
s1gmficant work entitled Chnstelijk-Sociale Beginselen the experience of reading
this volume is similar to that of being brought back
into the classroom of his former teacher to enjoy
hearing another lecture. He is already familiar with
the teacher's point of view and his way of organizing his material, but he longs to hear again the application of these to the topic of the day.
Smeenk's book, the title of which, freely translated, is The Development of Society, or Social Organization, is as the author indicates in his subtitle,
a history of social and economic life. It is a tapestry
of economic history into which the writer has woven
the political and the religious, or ecclesiastical,
threads which he believes gave color and meaning
to economic life from the beginning of time to the
present. The main threads are clearly discernible
and the interweaving of them presents a review of
economic historical events of which any one who is
willing to read can trace the pattern.
In this one volume survey of social and economic
history Smeenk attempts to reveal the religious
factors in the development of economic thought and
institutions. This, almost inevitably, is only sketchily achieved in the review of the periods before the
Reformation, the references to the religious influences being appended rather loosely to the rapidly moving chronology of events. Beginning with the
period of the Reformation the threads of religious
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thinking and acting are represented as contributing
more prominently to the developing pattern. The
author considers the coming of Calvinism and its
role in the Reformation as a blessed influence in
economic and industrial life. He repeats with
emphasis the now well recognized Calvinistic truth
that any calling, humble as it may be, is a God given
calling. He denies that the Protestant Reformation
called capitalistic striving into being. Calvin, he
avers, did give direction to the new economic
development but nevertheless insisted that all economic effort must be done, every calling be carried
out, to the glory of God and for the good of one's
neighbor as well as of oneself. Smeenk does not
emphasize the fact that the ardent followers of
Calvin were not always sensitive to the needs of
their brethren. He does, however, underscore the
truth that Christ's work has meaning not only for
the individual but also for society.
The writer devotes considerable space to the
teachings of the classical economists on the one hand
and to those of the socialists on the other. With
reference to Adam Smith he makes the pointed
criticism that freedom of itself is not a principle of
action, and with reference to the members of the
Manchester School of individualistic economists he
makes the remark that a wrong principle can make
one blind to reality. Marxism, he contends, went the
same way as did individualistic liberalism. Events
proved that both were untenable. The materialistic
philosophy which colors both is to him in conflict
with the Christian confession: "I believe in God
Almighty, Creator of heaven and earth," and with
the truth that the central point in world history is
the coming of Christ.

In the last two chapters Smeenk turns gradually
from historical narrative to the development and
statement of economic and social principles. The
points of view which he expresses give to the reader
a better understanding of a Calvinistic approach to
economic problems that is at once objective and
incisive and at the same time warm with the dynamic
love. He decries the appearance or semblance of
piety that cloaked the emphasis on freedom in the
nineteenth century. He boldly asserts that, if the
application of liberal economic theories in society
had not been checked, if the authorities had continued to keep hands off, if labor organizations had not
developed, economic progress would have been seriously retarded. He leaves no doubt in the reader's
mind that Christian social action must not be negative but positive, not passive but active.
It is a challenge to the Christian to read these last
chapters. Smeenk states clearly what he believes
to be the Reformed position with reference to such
questions as private property, economic democracy,
and neutral or separate Christian unions. He repeats, for example, with approval the statement that
the Bible knows no conception of private property
that is not burdened with the double duty of love
of God and of service of one's neighbors. He insists
that employees in an industrial enterprise must
have the right to share with management certain of
the controls over plant activity. He faces squarely
the question of neutral versus separate Christian
unions and after reviewing the changing opinions of
writers in the Netherlands, including his own, on
this matter advocates the formation of Christian
labor organizations.

For him who can enjoy reading the Holland
language this book provides a valuable guide to
Christian conduct in economic affairs. It is to be
highly recommended as a simple, rather popular,
introduction to economic history and to modern
economic problems from a Calvinistic point of view.
The book is not profound. The author does not pre·
tend that it is. It introduces the reader to the rich
and involved chronology of economic events with
the warm Christian approach to the problems involved which Smeenk has demonstrated in his other
writings. It should be stimulating to the layman who
has to take sides on today's economic issues. Smeenk
himself does not hesitate to "take sides." He does
avoid ecclesiastical and religious desputes in the
main. But he does indicate clearly where he stands
with reference to the views of the earlier Calvinistic writers of the nineteenth and twentieth century
and with reference to the differences of opinion
which manifest themselves today.
H. J. Ryskamp
Calvin College
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Reid, W., Stanford, EcoNOMIC HISTORY OF GREAT
BRITAIN. (New York: Ronald Press; 1954).
557 pp. $6.00.
ROFESSOR Reid presents in his work a survey of the economic development of Great
Britain from pre-historic days to 1951.
Emphasis is placed on the period following
1715, at which time Great Britain emerged as the
dominant economic power in the world. Although the
book is designed particularly for use as a college
text, the facts are presented in a manner intelligible
to those who have no specialized knowledge of Great
Britain or her history.
Among other things, a survey of economic history
involves the presentation of economic facts or data.
Professor Reid, of course, presents the data which
constitute the "raw stuff" of economic history. This
aspect of Reid's book is not particularly stimulating,
indeed is quite prosaic at times. However, this no
fault of the writer, for statistics as statistics are
prosaic. Perhaps Reid could have made a more frequent use of summary tables to give greater meaning
to the statistics. Also, a more definite delineation of
the major periods in Britain's economic history might
have contributed to a clearer picture of this history.
Economic history is more than a mere survey of
facts and data, however. Interpretation of the facts
is essential, if they are to have any meaning. It is in
this phase of his work that Professor Reid makes a
distinctive contribution. Specifically, the facts of
Britain's economic development are given a Reformed interpretation. Not that Reid attempts to develop
a philosophy of history in his book but, rather, that
he looks at the facts of history in the light of the
whole universe of social phenomena, of which the
W eltanschauung of any period is a significant part.
Reid's cognizance of the impact of man's Weltanschauung on economics is found at various places
in the book but is most apparent in Chapter 7-"The
Changing Economic Outlook"-and in Chapter 10"The Revolutionary Climate of Opinion, 1715-1870."
In Chapter 7 is discussed the transformation of the
British economy from 1485, when it was largely
medieval in character, to 1715, by which time it had
become largely modern in form. In his discussion of
the changing economic outlook Reid contrasts the
nature of the economic outlook in the Tudor and
Stuart periods with that of the medieval ideal and
the early Protestant reformers. Quoting Reid, "the
medieval ideal had as its primary objective the service of God and the meriting of God's favor by faithful
and just dealing. The Protestant reformers held
somewhat the same point of view. The followers of
Calvin in England and Scotland believed that the
end of all human activity should be the glory of
God" (p. 124). In contrast to these who still held to
such ideals were many who held "that the chief end
of man was to provide power for the state. The state
became the be-all and the end-all of life." Economic
power was the means; political power the end.

According to Reid, this irreligious economic philosophy "stemmed from Renaissance humanism and
the growing needs of the national state." There can
be little doubt that the growing needs of national
states was a contributing factor to the philosophy
which held that the chief end of man was to provide
power for the state. The relation between humanism
and this economic outlook, i.e., mercantilism, is more
subtle. Essentially, humanism is the philosophy of
the "rugged individual." Hence it hardly seems to
fit into the role of a promotor of an all-powerful
state. Reid points out, however, that it was precisely
this self-centered philosophy of the humanist which
enabled the state to "appeal to his greed to do what
was for the benefit of the state" (p. 126). That
which promoted the power of the state was profitable for the individual; that which curtailed the
power of the state became unprofitable for the individual. In the end, however, "the individual,
whether rich or poor, tended to fall into the background,'' and the state became the all-in-all.
The period 1715-1870 saw a tremendous burst of
economic activity in Great Britain. As a background
to this economic activity, Reid presents a chapter
(X) on the revolutionary changes in economic,
political and social opinion which were taking place
during this period. Reid emphasizes that underlying
the economic, political, and social changes was the
change in man's basic outlook. Briefly stated, "by
1870 Christianity was not only being more and more
ignored, it was being replaced by the worship of
material things. Religious faith had to some extent
been discredited in the popular mind, while science
had been elevated to the position of a 'sacred cow'!"
(p. 182). The basic premises of the Weltanschauung
of the period were "man's goodness, his perfectability, and the adequacy of his natural reason," and
the "idea of the gradual development by innate
natural law of the whole of the world and its inhabitants from primordial matter. All things were
the product of evolution" (pp. 189 and 190).
Economic institutions did not escape the impact
of such philosophies. Economic laws were natural
laws which could be understood and obeyed; but
they were beyond the control of man. It was a simple
matter to coin one of the great and powerful simplicities of our world-laissez-faire, laissez-passer-or
the popular slogan-"that government governs best
which governs least, and least expensively." All the
problems of society could be solved simply by allowing man, "who is naturally good and tending toward
perfection" to follow the natural economic laws.
Such was the economic philosophy of 18th and 19th
century Great Britain. And, what nonsense it was!
Professor Reid calls attention to the fact that "this
trend of thought lay, and to a considerable extent
lies, at the bottom of much economic thinking ...
of the modern world." That this philosophy underlies the economic thinking of many materialistic
non-Christians is not difficult to understand; but it
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is shocking that so many who profess to be Christians (see the publication Christian Economics, for
example) follow this line of economic thinking,
longing for the good old days of "rugged individualism" and condemning the government (an institution ordained by the grace of God to curb the
wickedness of men) at every opportunity.
We are grateful that Professor Reid, a Reformed
scholar, calls attention to the weaknesses of both
planning-mercantilism-and laissez-faire as economic philosophies in his survey of Great Britain's
economic history. A greater appreciation of this
truth is needed today when it is so easy to identify
individualism with Christianity, and planning with
the forces of evil. "Rugged individualism" is no better economic philosophy than one which calls for a
totally planned economy. Only when both individualism and collectivism or planning have a common
end-the praise and glory of God-can the tension
between the two be resolved.
John Vanden Berg
Calvin College

Palmer, Edwin H., THE FrvE POINTS OF CALVINISM.
(Published by the Men's Society of the
Spring Lake Christian Reformed Church:
Spring Lake, Michigan; 1955. $1.00).
T IS rewarding to know that the five points of
Calvinism are still regarded highly in more
than one ecclesiastical family. It is inspiring
also that when a minister preaches on them,
there is at times a pressure from the listeners to
have such sermons published. That way the educative value touches many more lives that are willing
to read and to study.
In casting our bread upon the waters in this manner one is at times surprised (Or should he not be?)
how it returns after many days. A staff officer
somewhere in foreign service, who happens to be a
Baptist, writes his appreciation. A soldier boy
somewhere in Europe, a total stranger, drops one
a card stating that he and other boys are interested
and desire to know where they can obtain Calvin's
crest. I hope that Dr. Palmer will also have such
pleasant experiences.
The author of these sermons issued in pamphlet
form states the case for the five points from the
biblical point of view and ends with the highest
point, which is the Sovereignty of God. He stands,
as we all do and very likely shall remain standing
till the end of time, before the great paradoxes of
Scripture.
A few remarks, addressed to the author, and to
all Calvinists including myself, may bear fruit. For
we are not good Calvinists if we are not willing to
listen. The remarks are made in the spirit of tolerance, which "is the necessary consequence of
abandoning the pretensions of infallibility." "We
are tolerant, not because we are indifferent about
truth, but because we are so concerned about it that
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we desire to be delivered from our own deficiencies
and errors."
Dr. Palmer maintains that the Presbyterian
churches are in the main apostate, that "in the Reformed Church in America there are not a few who
deny these essentials of Calvinism," and that even
in the Christian Reformed Church there are members who question the biblical basis for the five
points. What is said about the Presbyterian Church
may be true, or it may not. Neither I nor anyone
else has ever counted heads on that score. What is
stated about the RC.A. and about the C.R.C. could
reasonably come down to the same thing.

holding both ends of a paradox, but at times they
may outstrip us in leaving the mystery alone and
going on from there. For Calvinists and Arminians
it holds true that though we may have to be content
with the measure of our intelligence, we need never
be content with the outreach of our redeemed
hearts.
In trying to make a point there is always danger
of an overstatement, and even of caricature. I think
Dr. Palmer is a bit unfair to the Arminian on page
53. The Arminian is presented as saying that he is
smarter than another because he has taken hold of
the line that saves him from drowning. He gets part
of the glory. The person who accepts the biblical
interpretat10n looks upon the sinner as dead on the
bottom of the lake. I am quite sure the Arminian
would think so too. His hymns, some of which are
not my cup of tea, abound in emphasis on divine
grace. 'fhe Arminian, not bothered by the paradox,
scresses the come in "Ho, everyone that thirsteth,''
in "Come unto me," in "Whosoever will."
George Eliot in one her poems has Stradivarius
say:
" 'Tis God gives skill,
llut not witnout men's hands: He could not make
11.n tonio Stradivari's violins
Without Antonio."

At first glance that shocks my Calvinistic frame.
But on second thought it is true that God chooses
to use men. He never rains musical instruments
from the skies. We may as well accept that side of
the paradox. Without that we cannot explain any
divine command or invitation.

If an honest vote were taken, we might find more
Arminians than Calvinists in any denomination.
From the point of view of Christian tolerance the
results need not prove that there is a greater number
of apostates; they might simply prove that "the
heart has its reasons, which reason does not know"
(Pascal). For, as Dr. Palmer admits, when it comes
to the five points, we stand before the mystery.
Therefore, though we believe firmly in these Scriptural assertions, it is well to be kind in judging
others who, aware of the mystery, proceed with one
side of the paradox and go on to do great things for
God. If some churches excel in preaching and teaching, there may be others that excel in reaching.
We know of Whitefield, the Calvinistic evangelist,
and we also know of John Wesley who did great
things for the Lord. Those professors and ministers
who held all night prayer meetings in Scotland for
the divine blessing on the "Tell Scotland Movement"
and the "Graham Crusade" were interested first of
all in the salvation of souls.

When Dr. Palmer calls Paul "this greatest of all
Calvinists,'' I think he is stretching prosaic license
a bit far. We know what he means, but I am sure
Paul would prefer the word Christian. So would
Calvin. So would Karl Barth, who refuses to be
called a Barthian.
As Calvinists we must disagree with some points
the Arminians make. As Christians we must also
admit that together we believe in the abundant
grace of God. Berkouwer shows us an excellent way
when, in spite of his controversy with Barth, he
concludes that the triumph of grace shouts from the
theology of the man whose Dogmatik is unfinished,
even as ours is in the great adventure of learning
more and more about the Revelation.
Dr. Palmer has done his people and us a service.
"Unto the thinking of the thought divine" is always
in order for us Christians who desire to be Reformed
and reforming.

We Calvinists have a way of pillorying the Arminians, and from the biblical and theological points
of view we have a right to disagree with them. But
in all fairness we should also say something good
about them, for they too have added many stars to
the eternal crown. They too may have something to
criticise in us, especially when we depend not only
on Scripture, but also on our rationalizations to
make everything fit. We do better than they in up-

In writing what I have written I have myself in
mind as much as anyone else. By the grace of God
we cannot help being Calvinists, willing to speak,
willing to listen; willing both to learn and to love.
Bastian Kruithof
Beverly Reformed Church
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